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Study Details



Project Background

Florista app is created to simplify running flower shop. We noticed many small 
businesses lack digital tools that would help them organize their work flow. Many 
businesses still rely on paper notes. We want to give them an alternative that is 
tailored to specific needs of their business.

Research goals: Study was conducted to catch early any mistakes in prototype 
before creating a high fidelity prototype. What specific difficulties users encounter 
when they try to complete the core tasks and what features might the app be 
lacking.



Research Questions

1. Is app functional?

2. Does the app have all the 
essential features?

3. Is the app simple and easy to 
use?

4. Would this app be useful in 
day to day ?

5. Would you be open to using 
it?

Participants

5 participants

Participants working in a flower 
shop

Methodology

10-15 minutes

Warsaw, at local flower shops 
(participants will go through 
study in their workplaces)

Moderated usability study)

Participants will go through the 
app and then will be asked 
questions about a low-fidelity 
prototype

Study Details



Prototype Tested

The low-fidelity app prototype for Florista 
was tested and can be viewed here.

https://www.figma.com/proto/xzu24tJdgeWFOWuEIl6pjh/Florista?node-id=6%3A10105&scaling=scale-down&page-id=0%3A1&starting-point-node-id=6%3A10105
https://www.figma.com/proto/xzu24tJdgeWFOWuEIl6pjh/Florista?node-id=6%3A10105&scaling=scale-down&page-id=0%3A1&starting-point-node-id=6%3A10105


Themes



Users want easy to use interface

Supporting evidence from the usability study.

● 2 out of 5 total participants said they 
wanted simplified order for simpler 
sales.

“I worry that I would not use the app for fear of 
being unprofessional. How would it look like if 
i’m scrolling something? I don't want them to 
think I'm gossiping with a friend while taking an 
order.” 
— Anna, Florist from Warsaw

Old and 
redesigned 
new order



Users want additional features

Supporting evidence from the usability study.

● 1 out of 5 total participants said they 
would use a calculator feature.

● 2 out of 5 participants noted that they 
would like an option to turn on and off 
additional information to an order.

“Calculator feature could be useful.” 
— Svetlana, Florist from Warsaw

a

New screen 
with calculator 
feature



Users want hi-fi prototype

Supporting evidence from the usability study.

● 3 out of 5 total participants said they 
have trouble imagining a final product 
from lo-fi prototype. This suggests tests 
have to be conducted again with hi-fi 
prototype.

“pitty prototype is just a simple one” “I noticed a 
bug: when one is making new order there
is still new order button in the bottom”
— Michał, test participant



Insights & Recommendations



Easy to use 
interface

Additional 
features

Hi-fi design

Users need simplified 
order for simpler sales.

They want to be 
transparent with their 

clients on what they are 
doing.

Users need calculator 
feature.

Users prefer hi-fi 
prototype and can have 
many more insights if 

they understand product 
better 

Research insights 



Recommendations

● Add a “on/off” option in order details like to-do list 

● Add calculator feature to creating an order. 

● Plan on running additional tests with hi-fi prototype

● Consider that phone can be used in while holding low or on a table, so 
users client can see they are registering a purchase. 



Thank you!


